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The Hawai‘i Tourism Authority (HTA) supports H.B. 1340, proposes to repeal the $71
million limit on deposits into the Tourism Special Fund.
Hawai‘i’s visitor industry has experienced significant gains in visitor arrivals and
spending over the past three years. To ensure the continued success of our industry for
the state’s economy to be sustainable, we need to increase our marketing and
promotion efforts, revitalize our tourism product, and broaden our reach into areas such
as the meetings, conventions, and incentives business market.
The removal of the $71 million limit will enable the HTA to invest in the following market
development and experiential activities. This investment will result in increasing the
existing $1.553 billion in state tax revenue.
Market Development: Support air access by cultivating new carriers and routes;
support existing direct service and work for development of other origination
points in all major market areas; increase visitor distribution to the neighbor
islands; and stimulate the meetings, conventions and incentives business with a
focus on high potential vertical markets.
Experiential Development: Establish the Hawaiian Music and Dance Museum at
the Hawai‘i Convention Center; establish multiple LPGA events on multiple
neighbor islands; improve the arrival and departure experience for cruise by
aiding in improvements at harbors; support career development; increase
Hawaiian Culture activities and initiatives throughout all programs; and expand
upon existing HTA programs, events and festivals to further diversify the
experiential assets of our people, place and culture.
Mahalo for the opportunity to offer these comments and for your favorable consideration
of repealing the $71 million cap on TAT revenues deposited into the Tourism Special
Fund.
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Re: H.B. 1340, Relating to Transient Accommodations Tax

The Department of Taxation (Department) defers to the Department of Budget and
Finance and Hawaii Tourism Authority on the merits of H.B. 1340, and offers the following
information for your consideration.
H.B. 1340 amends Section 237D-6.5, Hawaii Revised Statutes, by removing the
temporary cap of $71 million per year of the transient accommodations tax revenues to be
distributed into the tourism special fund. The Department notes that this measure will reduce the
distribution to the general fund and increase the distribution to the tourism special fund for fiscal
years 2014 and 2015.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony.
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SUBJECT:

TRANSIENT ACCOMMODATIONS, Disposition to tourism special fund

BILL NUMBER:

HB 1340

INTRODUCED BY:

Tokioka

BRIEF SUMMARY: Amends HRS section 237D-6.5(b)(2) to repeal the limit of $71,000,000 in transient
accommodation revenues which is deposited to the tourism special fund.
EFFECTIVE DATE:

July 1, 2013

STAFF COMMENTS: The legislature by Act 103, SLH 2011, restricted the amount of transient
accommodations tax (TAT) revenues deposited into the tourism special fund between July 1, 2011 and
June 30, 2015 to $69 million so that additional revenue would be deposited in the state’s general fund to
address the state’s dire financial condition. The next year the legislature by Act 171, SLH 2012,
increased the amount from $69 million to $71 million and provided that the additional $2 million is to be
used for the development and implementation of initiatives to increase international travel and tourism
to Hawaii. While this measure proposes to repeal the limit of $71 million of TAT revenues that may be
deposited into the tourism special fund, the earmark of $2 million is still active.
The restriction of TAT revenues deposited into the tourism special fund by Act 103, SLH 2011, was
enacted to provide additional revenues to the state’s general fund until June 30, 2015. While this
measure would repeal that limitation before June 30, 2015, it is questionable whether the financial
condition of the state general fund and accompanying state spending can sustain the enactment of this
measure. While the earmark of $2 million for the promotion of international travel and tourism still
remains, as with any earmarking, it is questionable whether the amount diverted would be sufficient or
insufficient for the intended purposes. Such funds are provided without legislative scrutiny or approval.
If it is the intent of the legislature to fund such initiatives, a direct appropriation would be more
appropriate. More importantly, by earmarking funds that are designated originally for tourism
promotion and visitor industry research, funds for that particular area are reduced, curtailing the ability
to respond appropriately to needs and market changes. It should be remembered that funds for this
program area were siphoned off to provide funding for the state parks fund and the special land and
development fund for the Hawaii statewide trail and access program.
Rather than perpetuating the diversion of TAT revenues, lawmakers should replace the siphons from the
tourism special fund with appropriations if they deem such other programs of importance. This would
make lawmakers more accountable for their actions. What should be noted here is exactly what was
predicted when the legislature began setting up special funds with carve-outs from existing revenue
streams. Because these funds are earmarked for specific purposes, they become targets to tack on
seemingly related program expenditures either because they are of lesser priority and could not garner
support for funding out of the general fund or would meet with lesser resistance as the funds are already
earmarked and out of the reach of lawmakers to be utilized for other unrelated activities.
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